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Abstract
We focus on a spin-3/2 supersymmetry (SUSY) algebra of Baaklini in D = 3 and explicitly show a nonlinear realization of the SUSY algebra.
The unitary representation of the spin-3/2 SUSY algebra is discussed and compared with the ordinary (spin-1/2) SUSY algebra.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. Supersymmetry (SUSY) algebra based on a spinor-vector
generator, which is called the spin-3/2 SUSY, was first intro-
duced by Baaklini [1], in which a nonlinear (NL) representa-
tion of the algebra has been realized by introducing a spin-3/2
Nambu–Goldstone (NG) fermion. This work was done by ex-
tending the NL realization of the ordinary (spin-1/2) SUSY al-
gebra in terms of a spin-1/2 NG fermion known as the Volkov–
Akulov (VA) model [2]. For the spin-1/2 SUSY algebra, the
relation between the NL and the linear (L) SUSY [3], i.e., the
algebraic equivalence of the NL SUSY VA action with various
(renormalizable) spontaneously broken L supermultiplets has
been investigated in [4–7]. According to this fact, correspond-
ing L supermultiplets to a spin-3/2 NL SUSY action [1] are
also expected for the case of the spin-3/2 SUSY through a lin-
earization.
As a first step to investigate the L realization of the spin-
3/2 algebra and the linearization of the spin-3/2 NL SUSY, we
have recently studied the unitary representation of the spin-3/2
SUSY algebra of Baaklini [8] and a (N = 1) spin-3/2 L SUSY
invariance of a free action in terms of spin-(0, 1/2, 1, 3/2)
fields [9].1 Those works are important preliminary not only
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1 We just mention the relation to the so-called no-go theorem [10,11] based
upon the S-matrix arguments, i.e. the case for the S-matrix (the true vacuum)
is well defined. As for the spin-3/2 L SUSY multiplet we have discussed the
global L SUSY with spin-3/2 charges for the free action, which are free from
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Open access under CC BY license. to find out the (spontaneously broken) L SUSY supermulti-
plets which are equivalent to the NL realization of the spin-
3/2 SUSY algebra, but also to obtain some informations for
linearizing the interacting global NL SUSY theory with spin-
3/2 fields in curved spacetime [12]. In [12] the spin-3/2 fields
are not always NG fields absorbed into high spin fields but
physical ones by themselves as fundamental constituents of L
SUSY multiplets of equivalent theory, which is our basic pic-
ture towards a composite unified theory based on SO(10) super-
Poincaré (SP) group (the superon-graviton model) [13,14] in
case of the spin-1/2 VA model.
In order to study further the spin-3/2 L supermultiplet struc-
ture, e.g., the closure on commutator algebras of L SUSY trans-
formations, the structure of auxiliary fields, the mechanism of
spontaneous SUSY breaking and the linearization of NL SUSY
etc., it is useful to consider lower-dimensional cases for sim-
plicity of calculations. In this Letter we focus on the spin-3/2
SUSY algebra of Baaklini in D = 3 and explicitly show the NL
realization of the SUSY algebra. The unitary representation of
the spin-3/2 SUSY algebra is further discussed and results are
compared with those of the spin-1/2 SUSY algebra.
Let us introduce the spin-3/2 SUSY (SP) algebra of Baaklini
in D = 3 based on a spinor-vector generator Qaα as2
2 Minkowski spacetime indices are denoted by a, b, . . . = 0,1,2 and two-
component spinor indices are α,β = (1), (2). The Minkowski spacetime met-
ric is 12 {γ a, γ b} = ηab = diag(+,−,−) and σab = i2 [γ a, γ b] = −abcγc
(012 = −1 = 012), where we use the γ matrices defined as γ 0 = −σ 2,
γ 1 = iσ 3, γ 2 = −iσ 1 with σI (I = 1,2,3) being Pauli matrices. We also
use the charge conjugation matrix, C = σ 2 = −γ 0.
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(2)[Pa,J bc] = i(ηabP c − ηacP b),
(3)[J ab, J cd] = −i(ηacJ bd − ηbcJ ad − ηadJ bc + ηbdJ ac),
(4)[Qaα,P b] = 0,[
Qaα,J
bc
] = 1
2
(
σbc
)
α
β Qaβ + i
(
ηabQcα − ηacQbα
)
,
(5)= −1
2
bcd(γd)α
β Qaβ + i
(
ηabQcα − ηacQbα
)
,
(6){Qaα,Qbβ} = iabc(C)αβPc,
where Pa and J ab are translational and Lorentz generators of
the Poincaré group. It can be shown that Eqs. (1)–(6) satisfy all
the Jacobi identities, in particular, the identities,[
Qaα,
[
J bc, J de
]]+ [J de, [Qaα,J bc]]+ [J bc, [J de,Qaα]] = 0,
(7)
{
Qaα,
[
Qbβ,J
cd
]}+ [J cd,{Qaα,Qbβ}]+ {Qbβ, [Qaα,J cd]} = 0,
by means of the relation ηabcde = ηacbde + ηadcbe +
ηaecdb .
As parallel discussions with [1,2], a NL representation of
the spin-3/2 SUSY algebra which reflects Eq. (6) can be easily
realized in terms of a Majorana spin-3/2 NG field ψa . Indeed,
supertranslations of the ψa and the Minkowski coordinate xa
parametrized by a global Majorana spinor-vector parameter ζ a
are given by
(8)δψa = ζ a, δxa = κabcψ¯bζc,
where κ is a constant whose dimension is (mass)−3. Eq. (8)
means NL SUSY transformation of ψa at a fixed spacetime
point as
(9)δQψa = ζ a − κbcdψ¯bζc∂dψa,
which gives the closed off-shell commutator algebra,
(10)[δQ1, δQ2] = δP
(
Ξa
)
,
where δP (Ξa) means a translation with a generator Ξa =
−2κabcζ¯1bζ2c . Based upon a spin-3/2 NL SUSY invariant dif-
ferential one-form defined as
ωa = dxa + κabcψ¯bdψc =
(
δab + κacdψ¯c∂bψd
)
dxb
(11)= (δab + tab)dxb = wab dxb,
an action, which is invariant under the spin-3/2 NL SUSY
transformation (9), is constructed as the volume form in D = 3:
S = − 1
2κ
∫
ω0 ∧ ω1 ∧ ω2 = − 1
2κ
∫
d3x |w|
= − 1
2κ
∫
d3x
[
1 + taa + 12!
(
taa t
b
b − tab tba
)
(12)+ 1
3!abc
def tad t
b
e t
c
f
]
,
where the second term, −(1/2κ)taa = −(1/2)abcψ¯a∂bψc ,
means the kinetic term for ψa .
To know the L supermultiplet structure as corresponding one
to the above spin-3/2 NL SUSY model, we study the unitaryrepresentation of the spin-3/2 SUSY algebra (1)–(6). By the
use of similar methods to the case of spin-1/2 SUSY in D = 3
(for example, see [15]), operators which raise or lower the he-
licity of states for massive representations are constructed from
the commutation relation (5) as explains below: In fact, Eq. (5)
for the single helicity operator J = J 12 is
[
Q0(1), J
] = i
2
Q0(2),
[
Q0(2), J
] = − i
2
Q0(1),
[
Q1(1), J
] = i
2
Q1(2) − iQ2(1),
[
Q1(2), J
] = − i
2
Q1(1) − iQ2(2),
(13)
[
Q2(1), J
] = i
2
Q2(2) + iQ1(1),
[
Q2(2), J
] = − i
2
Q2(1) + iQ1(2).
If we define the following operators as linear combinations of
the real charges Qa(1) and Q
a
(2),
Ra± = 1
2
(
Qa(1) ± iQa(2)
)
,
(14)(Ra±)† = 1
2
(
Qa(1) ∓ iQa(2)
) = Ra∓,
S± = R1± + iR2±
(15)= 1
2
{(
Q1(1) ± iQ1(2)
)+ i(Q2(1) ± iQ2(2))},(
S±
)† = R1∓ − iR2∓
(16)= 1
2
{(
Q1(1) ∓ iQ1(2)
)− i(Q2(1) ∓ iQ2(2))},
then commutators between the operators (14)–(16) and the J
become
(17)[R0−, J ] = −1
2
R0−,
[
R0+, J
] = 1
2
R0+,
(18)[S+, J ] = −1
2
S+,
[(
S+
)†
, J
] = 1
2
(
S+
)†
,
(19)[S−, J ] = −3
2
S−,
[(
S−
)†
, J
] = 3
2
(
S−
)†
,
due to Eq. (13). Eqs. (17) and (18) mean that R0± and
(S+, (S+)†), raise or lower the helicity of states by 1/2, while
Eq. (19) shows that (S−, (S−)†) raise or lower the helicity of
states by 3/2.
Furthermore, according to the anticommutation relation (6),
which is explicitly written in the component form as
{
Q1(1),Q
2
(2)
} = −P0, {Q1(2),Q2(1)} = P0,{
Q2(1),Q
0
(2)
} = −P1, {Q2(2),Q0(1)} = P1,
(20){Q0(1),Q1(2)} = −P2, {Q0(2),Q1(1)} = P2
with all other anticommutators being zero, nonvanishing ones
among the operators (14)–(16) are
(21){S+, (S+)†} = P0,
(22){S−, (S−)†} = −P0,
(23){R0−, S+} = −1
2
(P1 + iP2),
(24){R0+, S−} = 1 (P1 + iP2),2
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2
(P1 − iP2),
(26){R0+, (S+)†} = −1
2
(P1 − iP2).
Note that {R0−,R0+} = 0 for the R0± of Eq. (17). Obviously,
by taking Pa = (m,0,0) for the massive case P 2 = m2 and by
defining creation and annihilation operators,
a1 = 1√
m
S+, a†1 =
1√
m
(
S+
)†
,
(27)a2 = 1√
m
S−, a†2 =
1√
m
(
S−
)†
,
Eqs. (21)–(26) become{
a1, a
†
1
} = 1, {a2, a†2} = −1,
(28){ai, aj } = 0,
{
a
†
i , a
†
j
} = 0,
where i, j = 1,2. Eq. (28) shows that only the (a1, a†1) are the
operators in the Fock space which shift the helicity of states by
1/2, while the (a2, a†2) which shift by 3/2 gives the negative
norm (the nonunitary representation). Therefore, a (physical)
massive irreducible representation for the spin-3/2 SUSY al-
gebra in D = 3 induced only from (a1, a†1) contains the stuffs
with helicity (λ,λ + 1/2), e.g., (0,1/2) as the simplest case.
Namely, as for the physical modes of the massive multiplets in
D = 3 has the same L supermultiplet structure as that of the
N = 1 spin-1/2 SUSY in D = 4 [16], although the multiplicity
is another. Also they are compatible with the N = 1 spin-1/2
SUSY in D = 3 case [15] obtained in the different context.
On the other hand, we are not able to construct consistent
unitary representations for the massless case P 2 = 0, e.g., with
a reference frame Pa = (,0, ), since Eqs. (23)–(26) does not
vanish. This is the similar situation to the spin-1/2 SUSY in
D = 3, where the helicity in the massless case is no more good
concept. In this case it may be necessary to use the method of
constructing massless spin-1/2 D = 3 supermultiplets by ex-
tending (the representation space of) SUSY algebra [17]. We
finally note that in D = 2 case of the spin-3/2 SUSY algebra
the anticommutator {Qaα,Qbβ} of Baaklini’s type vanishes.
To summarize, we focus in this Letter on the spin-3/2 SUSY
algebra of Baaklini in D = 3 and show the NL realization ofthe SUSY algebra (1)–(6); namely, we explicitly construct the
action (12) in terms of the spin-3/2 NG fermion ψa which is
invariant under the NL SUSY transformation (9). We further
discuss on the unitary representation of the spin-3/2 SUSY al-
gebra in D = 3 towards the linearization of the spin-3/2 NL
SUSY. For the massive case, the physical irreducible represen-
tation is induced only from the operators (a1, a†1) in Eq. (28)
which shift the helicity of states by 1/2. On the other hand, no
consistent unitary representation is constructed for the massless
case by means of the nonvanishing anticommutation relations
(23)–(26). This fact reflects the similar situation to the spin-
1/2 SUSY in D = 3 with no good concept of helicity in the
massless case, and we need further investigations to construct
massless spin-3/2 D = 3 supermultiplets.
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